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Lowland Quichua Dialects - Pastaza 

● Spoken in Ecuador in the Amazon basin and parts of Northern Peru 

● Quechua 2B dialect 

● Lowland dialects are heavily influenced by Spanish and have more lexical borrowing from Spanish 

than highland varieties typically do 

● Highest estimates say around 10,000 speakers for multiple dialects 

● Some suggest that it may even be a creole/pidgin form of Quechua, many grammatical structures 

are quite different 



What is a copula? 

● Copula can be predicative, identificational, or locative (Cole 1983) 

● Typically existence and possession are different verbs (tiyana and charina) 

● Copula in Quechua varieties is usually seen as a morpheme and cannot be the host 

● It is common for it to take inflection (tense and person) for verbal agreement 

● Some verb qualities but is not fully a verb 



(K)ana

● Lowland dialects dropped the [k] but most highland dialects do use [kana] 

● When combined examples such as “Patricia= mi an” it is usually realized as “Patricia man” and 

analyzed as Patricia=m(i)-a-n  



Muysken 2010

● Some ambiguity on whether or not it is 1 or 2 words being pronounced

● Question word insert, but not something like evidential =mi+inflection 

Manuel =chu-ngi? *Manuel mi-n

Manuel Q-2.sg?   Manuel EV-3.sg

Are you Manuel? *He is Manuel. 



Question + methodology + evidentials 

● Is copular ana able to be a base verb? Can it host? 

● If so, is it possible that there is a reanalysis that evidentials occur as proclitics? 

● Used archive texts in a corpus style search in AntConc 

● Field notes from 2021-2022 are also used for this project 

● Searching for every form of mi + ana + morphology as well as shi + ana + morphology, and lastly 

chu/cha + ana + morphology  



Pastaza ana forms

● About half of the time that ana is used, some kind of evidential is attached. 

● Of the top three forms in which ana appears, all three are third person singular, and two out of 

three are with =mi attached (man and mara) 

●  There are three evidentials which potentially are combining with ana 
○ Shi + ana → shana 

○ Mi + ana → ana 

○ Chu + ana → chana 

● If an evidential is present in the phrase, it will nearly always combine with ana, very rarely do you 

find hostword+mi ana in PQ



Inflectional Paradigms - not unexpected 
m-a-ni sh-a-n ch-a-n

m-a-ngi sh-a-naun ch-a-naun

m-a-n sh-a-ra ch-a-nchi

m-a-nchi sh-a-shka ch-a-ni

m-a-ngichi sh-a-u-n ch-a-ra

m-a-naun cha-ngi 

can add durative, past tense, 
or past participle, appears in 
all forms in the paradigm 

=shi only occurs with third 
person singular/plural 

Occurred with most 
inflections, but only simple 
past/present tense 



=ch-a-n 

Ñukanchi mana doktor-wan wacha-k       ch-a-nchi        ni         infermera mana  wacha-chi-n=chu
3.PL            NEG    doctor-BEN birth-ADG =EV-be-3.PL NEG   nurse          NEG     birth-CAUS-3.sg=NEG.EV

‘We are not (those who) give birth with doctor nor are there nurses to help give birth’ 

Has also taken another semantic role to soften negative comments so saying you are not good at 

something is perceived as more acceptable to say mana _____ changi over mana ______chu angi 

1) mana sindzhi ch-a-ngi  ‘You are not strong’ most acceptable 

2) mana sindzhi=chu a-ngi ‘you are not strong’ harsher 

3) mana sindzhi a-ngi=chu ← speakers did not dispute this form, grouped it with the harsh category 



-sha (same subject marker) 

ni-sha=mi  ni-n       m-a-sha  ni-sha=mi chiga 

say-SS=EV      say-3.sg  EV-be-SS     say-SS=EV     then 

‘(that is what) he/she used to say, it is said, anyways’ 

Note that it is not unusual to see a-sha as a habitual tense marker, but it is unusual that it 
occurs here without a finite verb 



=m=a-ra=mi

chay  washa=mi   wañu-i            m-a-ra=mi

DEM  after=EV         dead-NMLZ   EV-be-PST=EV 

‘After that, (he/she/it) was dead’ 



=m-a-ra-lla

ruku m-a-ra-lla     lluchu   uma-yuk  m-a-ra

old        EV-be-PST-LIM  bare           head-POSS  EV-be-PST

‘He was just old. He was bald’ 



Derivational Morphology

-k 

it is not uncommon to see the agentive -k added to ana, particularly when speaking about what someone 

was like who is no longer alive. Both forms m-a-k and a-k are present, mak is more frequent in the corpus. 

When this happens it is usually accompanied by another form of ana, typically ara 

This is very unusual for copular verbs which are typically links. 



Double ana 

Guerras-ma ri-k            a-k               a-shk-auna 

war-DAT     go-ADG     be-ADG   be-PTCP-3.PL

‘They were ones who had gone to war’ 

Iridza-ta    uya-ri-k                     a-k             a-shka      tuuun tuuuun 

ugly-ADV  hear-REFL-ADG  be-ADG be-PTCP  tuuun tuuun 

‘(the chickwan bird) is one who has uglily cried  tuuun tuuun’ 



Double (m)ana 

Allku-yuk     m-a-k                a-ra-ni 
dog-POSS   EV-be-ADG   be-PST-1.SG 
‘I was one who had dogs’ 

Kasna      reclama-nga  shamu-na   m-a-k               a-shka
Like.this  yelling-FUT   come-INF  EV-be-ADG  be-PTCP
‘He is the one who  would come yelling’ 

Kay    amarun kara-manda-lla amanga      m-a-k                a-shka-ra
DEM boa         skin-ABL-LIM     hammock   EV-be-ADG  be-PTCP
‘Just from that boa skin it was (like) a hammock’



Limitations 

● The most common form is third person singular 

● Most examples tidily fit the typical analysis of the evidential attaching to the phrase prior even if it 

is pronounced and written on ana 
● Evidence of ana hosting other morphology  is very limited and sporadic at best



Conclusions

● There are cases where there is a pragmatic distinction between chana and base=chu ana with 

characteristics and yes/no questions 

● There are limited cases where ana seems to be hosted, such as with an additional =mi, -lla, or is 

marked same subject with another verb 

● Ana can be derived into a noun form ak of one who does which is extremely unusual 

● Not enough evidence to claim enclitic evidentials have been fully reanalyzed, however, they are 

typically written on the verb and can take stress which means there may be stress 



Future Research 

● Still need to look at more grammaticality judgements and talk to speakers 

● Look at constituency and wordhood, the possibility of embedded clauses or relative clauses with 

the ak/mak constructions (one who does/did) 

● Ratio of mana/chana/shana with ana 
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